Inhibition of hematopoietic tumor growth by combined treatment with deferoxamine and an IgG monoclonal antibody against the transferrin receptor: evidence for a threshold model of iron deprivation toxicity.
Recent studies have suggested that iron deprivation may represent a useful new approach in cancer therapy, and several strategies for producing such deprivation are now under investigation. Thus, for example, we recently provided evidence that combined treatment with the iron chelator deferoxamine and an IgG monoclonal antibody against the transferrin receptor (ATRA) produces synergistic inhibition of hematopoietic tumor cell growth in vitro (J. D. Kemp, K. M. Smith, L. J. Kanner, F. Gomez, J. A. Thorson, and P. W. Naumann, Blood, 76: 991-995, 1990). The current study is an attempt to analyze the mechanisms responsible for the synergistic interaction. The data show that a single IgG ATRA can produce up to 75% inhibition of iron uptake while having little effect on DNA synthesis; this suggests that tumor cells either take up or have stored amounts of iron well in excess of that required to support immediate metabolic needs. When deferoxamine and the IgG ATRA are used together, the effects on iron acquisition and receptor down-modulation are either additive or subadditive but are clearly not synergistic. Overall, the findings suggest that the IgG ATRA produces an injury to iron uptake that is just below a critical threshold and that the additional effect provided by the iron chelator is sufficient to exceed that threshold and produce a rapid depletion of iron pools that are vital for short-term DNA synthesis. IgG ATRAS thus seem to be of even greater interest as therapeutic reagents, and further study of their properties and of how they interact with deferoxamine appears to be warranted.